
Chapter 2

Giga-Stack: A Method for

Visualizing Giga-pixel Layered

Imagery on Massively Tiled

Displays

2.1 Introduction

Figure 2.1: Users viewing a time varying version of NASAs 44 giga pixel Blue
Marble Next Generation data set [SVS+05] on a 286 million pixel resolution display

The goal of the presented research in this chapter is to enable a paradigm
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Figure 2.2: A conceptual diagram of the system, illustrated for the Blue Marble
Next Generation data set, consisting of 12 distinct layers. The inspection point
signifies which images will be interpolated to create the final visual.

where users can seamlessly zoom and translate through large, multi-dimensional

image data sets, allowing users to inspect di↵erences between time-varying and/or

multi-spectral data layers at a visual complexity of hundreds of mega-pixels at

a time, as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. For this process to be e↵ective, data

loading must be swift, transparent and scalable. With many data sets being exces-

sively large, making it impractical for them to be fully loaded into main memory,

a tunable, resource aware management scheme is needed. The Blue Marble Next

Generation data [SVS+05] was selected as a case study to demonstrate the chal-

lenges at hand.

The Blue Marble Next Generation data set consists of cloud-free satellite

images taken during each of the twelve months of 2004. The images were created

using NASAs Terra MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS).

Each image is 3.7 giga-pixels in size (86,400 by 43,200 pixels in dimension), with

a resolution of 500 m per pixel in length. With over 44 giga-pixels worth of

information, in-core approaches for data analysis as well as local data replication,

are undesirable.

Several techniques are presented that allow interactive analysis of massive

image sources on multi-tile displays, including tiled pyramidal image represen-
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tations, global texture pools, smart replacement schemes, hardware shaders for

boundary condition management and software-level synchronization.

2.2 Massive Tiled Displays

While current displays are limited to approximately 4 mega-pixels, large-

scale data sets are orders of magnitudes higher resolution. To analyze a data set

such as Blue Marble Next Generation, users could only view one one-thousandth of

the data at any given time on conventional hardware, either by viewing a massively

down sampled version or a tiny fragment of the overall image at native resolution.

One approach towards increasing the visual real estate, is to tile displays together,

as shown by the OptiPortal project [SBdL09], [DDS+09], [DLR+09], [SW06], and

[CT09]. The added advantage of these systems is that the associated render and

display cluster provides significant compute cycles that can be used to analyze

hundreds of mega pixels worth of data simultaneously. OptIPortal-type systems

have various display to node configurations, most commonly ranging from a one-to-

one, two-to-one and all the way to four-to-one mapping. For the methods described

in this Chapter, the assumption will be a suboptimal scenario, with each node

driving a quad display configuration with a total of 16 mega-pixels worth of display

real estate. As a back-end, the tiled display system uses CGLX (Cross-Platform

Cluster Graphic Library) [DK10] as the middleware for communication between

display nodes and synchronization of the display context.

In order to determine the appropriate position to display image layers within

the tiled display environment, information about the arrangement and position of

each display tile in the visualization grid, can be requested from CGLX. CGLX in

turn determines the correct projection and transformation matrices needed to cre-

ate a continuous visual, compensating for any bezels that may exist. Since CGLX

allows applications to run natively on each of the rendering nodes, shaders can be

directly added to the display loop. CGLX also provides support for the synchro-

nization of user events, such as mouse and keyboard I/O, which are propagated

reliably and e�ciently throughout the tiled display environment.
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2.3 Resource Management

Since brute-force data loading is neither practical nor desirable at the giga-

pixel scale, a resource management system is used to control loading, display, and

replacement of image data (see Figure 2.3).

2.3.1 Tiling Images

Image layers are first broken up into tiles, a method also used in [FAJ07],

[KUDC07], and [Sre08] By tiling the image, sections of the image can be laid out

sequentially in memory, allowing sub-sections of the image to be loaded without

massive cache penalties. Tiling images also allows for pre-generation of tiles con-

taining di↵erent resolutions, analogous to mip-mapping [Wil83a]. This in turn

supports a resource-aware approach coupled with the actual display device, which

has a clearly defined native resolution. In other words, only information that will

actually be mapped to the existing physical pixel real estate will be loaded.

A lookup table is created for each resolution of the image and each entry

in the table contains pointers to locations to texture memory for a given tile. At

startup this table entry defaults to zero, indicating that initially data for this tile

does not exist in RAM or texture memory. When data for this tile is requested

from disk, a texture pointer finds an open or stale section of pre-allocated texture

memory while the data is loaded into RAM. Once the data is loaded into main

memory, the table entry is changed to point to the proper main memory address.

Whenever the drawing thread encounters a texture that is ready to be uploaded, it

locks the section of RAM and uploads the data onto the GPU. Once data has been

uploaded, the table entry changes to the OpenGL texture identification number

and the RAM section is unlocked. Consequently, when this tile is drawn, this

texture identification number simply needs to be referenced. When a new texture

is ready to occupy this spot, the table entry is set back to zero and a new texture

is uploaded.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of resource management strategy for the example of two
image layers that are being processed. Each image layer contains its own texture
table which references how texture tiles are mapped to memory. The image layer
on the right contains a texture tile that has been loaded from disk into RAM, but
has not yet been transferred to the GPU texture memory. The global texture pool
also contains references back to the locations in the texture table as shown by the
colors in the diagram.
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2.3.2 Replacement Scheme

Giga-Stack uses its own data replacement scheme to operate within a tun-

able memory footprint, suitable for the used hardware. A natural approach is the

use of a round robin pointer that proceeds around the global texture pool, replac-

ing the textures in the order added. However, this method needs an improvement

to guarantee that tiles that are being currently shown on screen are not replaced.

This will potentially occur when first panning in one direction and then reversing

the opposite direction, causing the tiles currently being displayed to be at the top

of the replacement list.

One solution would be to sort tiles either by the “distance” a tile is from

current screen space or by the amount of time since a tile was last used. Unfortu-

nately, sorting a list takes worst-case O(nlog(n)) time. It is far more important for

the replacement algorithm in the presented application to simply guarantee that a

tile that is replaced is not currently on screen, rather than producing an optimal

result.

A second method was created which used a semi-sorted list. Whenever a

tile was drawn, it was moved from its current position in the list to the front of

the list. Based on this approach, textures at the back of the list would be known

to be stale and, even though significantly faster than the sorted list approach, a

time penalty is incurred when manipulating the list.

A modified round robin technique, as shown in Figure 2.4, was finally used.

Every time a texture tile is drawn on screen, the current frame number is stored

inside of the tile container. When a new texture spot is requested, the pointer

moves through the global texture pool until a stale texture is found. The worst

case for this method would be for the pointer to increment through the number of

tiles that could be displayed on screen, but this is rare due to the order in which

tiles are loaded into memory. On average, the method was able to find an open

spot in less than two hops. The results section below charts the e↵ectiveness of

each of these approaches.
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2.3.3 Texture Loading

As stated above, loading the entire giga-pixel image layer into texture mem-

ory is an unfeasible solution. Applications that use texture compression to load the

entire data set in memory prove to only slightly extend the size of data sets that

they can load. When dealing with giga-pixels worth of information, out-of-core

techniques are preferable, fetching data.

To make these data sets load as quickly as possible, the data load stage

is multi-threaded, allowing data to be loaded, processed, rendered and analyzed

concurrently. The caveat is that the loading thread does not have an OpenGL

context in which the data can be uploaded to the GPU. This means that the

loading thread first maps data to main memory from where the render thread

uploads it to the GPU.

The texture management pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.4. First the

loading thread determines which tiles have to be uploaded for the corresponding

nodes viewpoint at the appropriate resolution. Each tile in the list of tiles to load

is first checked to verify that it is not already loaded in the GPU or in RAM.

The loading thread reads the tile from disk and loads it into RAM. Once the tile is

loaded, the lookup table is changed to add a placement pointer to the tiles location

in RAM. As stated previously, when the display loop is ready to draw, it checks to

see if a tile is in the GPU, in RAM, or is not yet available. If the tile is in RAM, it

is uploaded to the GPU using pixel-bu↵er-objects, to increase overall transmission

speed.

Unfortunately, this upload may still take a relatively large amount of time

during one draw cycle, degenerating frame rates and harming interactivity. This

is especially noticeable when doing slow pans while simultaneously moving the

inspection point through layered data. To mitigate this problem, the drawing

thread only allows data uploads for short periods of time (i.e. 100 microseconds).

After that point, any remaining data is loaded during the subsequent draw cycle(s).

This approach proves to be useful for maintaining a smooth frame rate but increases

the time from request to upload for a given tile. A watchdog timer is activated on

periodic intervals in order to check if new tiles need to be added to the list. During
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Figure 2.4: Flowchart of texture uploading
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these periods, tiles that are no longer being used are also removed from the list.

2.3.4 Preview Loading

There is still a chance that the loading thread might not be able to load all

desired information to the screen per display cycle. This problem is rather benign

when using a single display, but is greatly exacerbated when viewing complex

content on a tiled display system.

An example illustrating these additional challenges is demonstrated in Fig-

ure 2.5 for the processes of zooming into an image on a tiled display. On a single

display, the image being zoomed in on can simply be super-sampled while loading

higher resolution data. The result will be a slightly blurry image, which then ap-

pears to sharpen when the higher resolution is finally loaded. Unfortunately, on a

tiled display system, this method no longer works because the center point of the

zoom is no longer occurring in screen space, but is taking place somewhere outside

of the nodes viewing frustum. The result is that much more information must be

loaded, as tiles must be loaded to fill in gaps at the current resolution while at the

same time loading data for the desired higher resolution representation.

The set-up for viewing images on the tiled display system also adds extra

challenges for the image loading process itself. For the case-study-scenario, each

computer utilizes four thirty-inch display tiles operating at 2,560x1,600 pixels res-

olution each, for a combined resolution of over 16 mega-pixels, which each node

has to load to satisfy native resolution pixel-to-pixel mapping. Since the objective

is to support continuous transformations on the data (translation, zoom), images

are thresholded, such that they support a size range from 0.75 times smaller to

1.5 times larger than the actual image dimensions. This means that, for the worst

case scenario, each node will have to load slightly more than 21 mega-pixels to fill

the quad-display-tile configuration. Since the objective is to analyze and compare

multi-spectral and/or temporal data using two images at a time, 43 mega-pixels

worth of data must be loaded per node and transferred to the GPU to fully render

a given viewpoint.

The challenge is that this massive amount of data has to be loaded without
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Figure 2.5: Problems with zooming on a tiled display. The top image shows the
original image on the head node and tiled display. The bottom image shows the
result of a 200 percent scale in the center of the image. The tiled display loses
much of its data coherency.
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Figure 2.6: Diagram showing the mechanism for multithreaded texture loading.
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blocking the display loop or displaying blank image tiles, to retain interactivity

and full control over the environment. Two alternatives were developed to address

the requirement. The first uses a protected section of texture memory, which is

guaranteed to contain very low-resolution tiles for any region of the image. The

preview resolution tiles can then be loaded and filled at startup. This approach in

turn produces a progressive refinement step whereby images initially are rendered

at low resolution and then snap into focus as the high-resolution tiles become

available. To increase the quality of the preview, higher resolution samples can

then simply be loaded into the protected texture memory. The trade-o↵ with

this technique is that higher resolution previews increase the memory footprint,

decreasing overall e↵ectiveness.

The second technique produces better quality results and optimizes memory

e�ciency via the use of a second loading thread, dedicated to fetching “preview

resolution” tiles, as shown in Figure 2.6. This “preview resolution” is determined

by profiling past loading performance and determining the number of tiles, which

can be loaded at the targeted refresh rate. Optimally, this thread will load data

from a di↵erent disk than the first thread, since disk thrashing may otherwise

occur. In the setup, the first thread is set to read from local disks, while the

second thread loads from network attached storage. The preview resolution tiles

are only drawn when needed, allowing the preview to be swapped out of texture

memory, once the full resolution image has been loaded.

As there is still a possibility that the “preview resolution” may not load

fast enough for the display cycle, a single tile version of the image is stored in the

protected section of texture memory. While this very low-resolution image is only

used as a last resort, it is much more useful than showing an empty tile region.

Because there is only a single tile protected for each image, the memory cost of this

lowest resolution image is minimal. Using this method, “preview resolution” tiles

and full resolution tiles can be swiftly blended, largely removing visual artifacts.
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2.4 Display Loop

The display loop is responsible for aggregating the needed tiles into one

seamless visual that can span multiple tiles per node at their native resolution.

Given that high-resolution images may regularly consist of tens-of-thousands of

tiles and that image size ideally should be unbounded, strategies such as culling

are need. Culling geometry is trivial for the head node application, but is some-

what more demanding for the render nodes, as each nodes geometry inside of the

wall must be considered. At startup, each render node queries the wall dimensions

and determines the area of the wall for which it is accountable. Next, the node

queries all displays connected to it to establish a pixel resource inventory and the

corresponding canvas size. This canvas size is subsequently used for all decisions

related to loading and displaying content. The advantage is that repeated calcula-

tion of display tile placement is no longer needed in combination with the ability

of the loading loops to more easily load blocks of information all at once. Overall,

this works well, even if display tiles are arranged in discontinuous blocks. It should

be noted that the mapping between the head nodes display and the walls aspect

ratio need to be taken into consideration, even if identical display tiles are used.

For instance, the tiled display system is nearly twice as wide as the head nodes

screen. This means that the head node either must be letter-boxed or images on

the head node need to be stretched. It was found that full screen rendering on

the head-node in combination with an overlay showing the actual wall dimension

(semi-transparent letter box) tended to work best. The added benefit is that data

currently not visible on the wall may still be viewable on the head node, further

aiding in the analysis process. Since all of the needed tiles of an extremely high-

resolution tiled image cannot be loaded simultaneously, some tiles may not yet be

available when drawing timeslice has completed. If a tile is not yet in memory, the

space for which the tile is to be displayed is left blank. If the drawing thread is

unable to draw all of the desired tiles in the viewing area, the preview resolution

is drawn to fill in the gaps. Because calculating how the holes from one resolu-

tion map to another is relatively time consuming, it was found to be much more

e↵ective to simply draw the entire screen area with the lower resolution behind
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the higher resolution image plane. This process is rather fast as the GPU can do

early Z-termination and simply occlude the pixels that had been rendered by the

first image drawing. In the rare event that the preview resolution is also not in

memory, this process is repeated, and the lowest resolution is drawn behind the

preview resolution image.

To accomplish trilinear interpolation, the alpha blending internal to the

OpenGL pipeline is utilized. The two image containers immediately behind and

in front of the point of inspection are selected and loaded. The image in the back

is drawn first, at full opacity. Subsequently, the top image is drawn in front with

its opacity proportional to the distance from the inspection point to that image

containers location. This method is problematic when the drawing of multiple

resolutions is required. Specifically, although the back image could simply have

gaps filled by drawing subsequent resolutions behind it, transparency in the top

image would create blending artifacts. For example, if the point of inspection

is midway between two image containers, then the top image container would

be drawn with 50% transparency. But if subsequent resolutions would be drawn

behind the higher resolutions, undesirable blending between the resolutions would

occur. Hence, it is important for the blending to occur only between the first and

second image container and not between various resolutions in an image container.

This problem can be solved by utilizing the mechanisms of OpenGLs blend-

ing and early z-termination, as shown in Figure 2.7. First the highest resolution

variation of the lower image layer is drawn. All tiles in the current viewpoint,

which are not loaded for this resolution, are left as gaps. Underneath, the preview

resolution is drawn in a similar fashion, leaving holes for unloaded data. Finally,

the lowest resolution is drawn behind the preview resolution. As each of the subse-

quent draws are rendered behind the higher resolution version, only areas which are

unloaded on the higher resolution add to the final result due to early z-termination.

If a resolution is fully loaded for a given viewpoint, lower resolution versions do

not need to be rendered as they will not add anything to the final scene.

After the lower image container is fully rendered, the higher resolution

image is rendered in a similar fashion above it. Each of the necessary resolutions
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Figure 2.7: Demonstrates the drawing order and z-depth in order to achieve the
desired blending. All three resolutions of the lower image container are drawn
before the various resolution of the top image container. As shown in the resulting
image, blurry sections can be caused by higher resolution tiles that have not yet
been unloaded.
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is rendered behind the highest resolution, but above all of the resolutions of the

lower image container. Again, pixels that fall behind higher resolution rendered

data will be terminated, allowing correct inspection point blending to be achieved.

2.5 Method for Generating Tiled Images

As stated previously, tiled images are used to facilitate rapid loading of

subsections of images. To do this, the TIFF file format was selected since it

provides a simple container that allows multiple images to be stored in a single

TIFF file. This feature can be used to store multiple resolutions for a given image

container inside of a single TIFF image container. The TIFF format also allows

each of these images to be tiled, breaking up sections of the image into individually

accessible pieces. With this setup, a tile from any resolution at any location inside

of an image can be fetched without the need for other data fetches.

Tools such as VIPS [MC05] and [KUDC07] can readily be used to create

tiled images. For the presented approach, images are first converted to the VIPS

image format and subsequently to a tiled TIFF format using a tile size of 256x256

pixels and deflate compression providing fast and lossless compression.

2.6 Issues with Tiled Images

Tiling of images introduces other challenges such as border padding and

tile boarder interpolation that have to be addressed.

2.6.1 Border Padding

Since images may not be a multiple of the tile size, extra image space,

termed padding, is required to tile an image, as shown in Figure 2.8. Since di↵erent

resolutions map to di↵erent sizes, di↵erent amounts of extra padding are needed

for each resolution.

For example, tiling an image with a size of 600x600 pixels would require

nine 256x256 sized tiles with a border of 168 pixels in each dimension. Tiling of its
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Figure 2.8: Example of the tiling for microscopy image of a rat brain. The red
lines indicate tile boundaries.

lower resolution counterpart, a 300x300 pixel image, would require four 256x256

sized tiles with a border of 212 pixels in each dimension. Tiling of an even lower

resolution counterpart, a 150x150 pixel image, would require one 256x256 sized

tile with a border of 106 pixels in each dimension.

This means that whenever one image container switches from one resolution

to the next, the extra padding required to fill in the image tiles will change. To

solve this issue, the image is shaped such that extra space will fall outside of

the image container. This way, the edge tiles will only draw the part of the tile

containing actual image data.

Two items are worth noting in this setup. First, this method of tiling does

not produce a quad-tree unless the tile size is a divisor of the image size. This is

important for the drawing loop, as tiles do not overlap between resolutions in a

regular fashion. For the example above, a pixel for the middle resolution will be

the combination of 4 pixels from the higher resolution. But a group of four pixels

in the center tile of the 3x3 tiled image could map to any of the four tiles in the

2x2 tiled image depending on their exact location in the image. In the opposite

case, a single pixel on one resolution, when expanded to four pixels in the higher

resolution, may require the loading of four tiles in order to be visualized correctly.

The other issue with image padding is the interpolation on the edges. The

padding on the outside of the image is set to be transparent. This allows images

to be layered without introducing a visible border. Since this extra padded section
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is not drawn, this trait is not useful for us. Unfortunately, this transparent color

does cause problems for the interpolation on the edge of the image since colors

are interpolated using both the edge color and transparency. This is especially

problematic for projected images for which opposing edges in reality are connected

(e.g. spherical or cylindrical topology). The discussed Blue Marble Next Gener-

ation data set is a good example for this, where the farthest right pixel connects

to the farthest left pixel. When two copies of the same image are placed side-

by-side, border transparency would be considered during blending, revealing the

background. To address this undesirable artifact, special treatment for tile border

interpolation is required.

2.6.2 Tile Border Interpolation

Another issue with tiling images is the interpolation between tiles, as shown

in Figure 2.9. Since these images reside in separate textures, interpolation between

two tiles will not work automatically. Many tiled image systems get around this

by simply using nearest-neighbor interpolation. For the presented technique, this

short cut is not always e↵ective since layered images may have drastically di↵erent

resolutions. In practice it turned out that users preferred smoothened (“blurry”)

image transitions over pixelated ones.

Figure 2.9: Three di↵erent interpolation techniques between tiles. The figure on
the left shows GL LINEAR, the figure in the center shows GL NEAREST and the
figure on the right shows the interpolation implemented in the Chapter.

To provide flexibility with tile border interpolation, an OpenGL shader with

TEXTURE RECT ARB was created that operates as follows: four texture tiles

are loaded into memory; texture 0 contains the tile currently being used, texture
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1 contains the tile to the right of the current one, texture 2 contains the tile above

the current texture, and finally texture 3 contains the tile to the right and above

the current tile. Pseudo code is shown in the Appendix A.1.

This method e↵ectively fixes problems of interpolation between tiles and

allows blending of edge pixels. Since the tiled TIFF format creates tiles of equal

size, the image will generally not completely fill the outer tiles. As outlined above,

the border section in the TIFF will be encoded as transparent, allowing stacked

images to appear correctly. Unfortunately if linear blending is used, the edge

pixels will blend with the transparent border, causing fuzzy edges. To address this

problem, the values for tilewidth and tileheight in the code above can simply be

changed to the values of the image edge, allowing interpolation between opposing

image edges.

2.7 Interaction

Intuitive and natural interaction was a primary design consideration and

users have access to the multi-layered image data via a regular node with dual 30

in. displays, using the large-form-factor wall display wall as an extended display.

In addition, a wireless gyroscopic mouse may be used to freely interact with the

wall, allowing users to translate the image layers by clicking and dragging with the

left mouse button, zoom into image layers by clicking and dragging with the right

mouse button, or move the inspection point by scrolling through the layers using

the mouse wheel. The system can also be set to automatically change viewing

attributes without the need for continuous user input. Slowly panning across the

image while the layers are automatically blended following user defined timing

characteristics, turned out to be one of the most powerful visual analytics tools to

extract correlations between layers, while establishing the “big picture”.
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2.8 Applications

This project was specially designed to permit manipulation of ultra high-

resolution multi-layered data sets at interactive rates. The Blue Marble Next

Generation data set was selected as a primary case-study example. It provides

whole-earth coverage on a per month basis for 2004, resulting in twelve 3.7 giga-

pixel images (44.4 giga-pixels total) and a thereby an image stack encoding a broad

set of temporal and environmental characteristics. On the HIPerSpace system,

users then can inspect 286 million pixels simultaneously and blend between layers

instantaneously. To put this in perspective, the created visuals are displayed at

a resolution two-orders of magnitude higher than next-generation, high-definition

television (1080p).

At this resolution and overall display canvas size, users can combine digital

and physical zoom, by resizing image layers digitally or simply varying the physical

distance from the wall; i.e. by standing further back, users can view the entire

display at once, while walking closer allows for the interrogation of selected regions

of interest without loss of perceived resolution. This paradigm becomes even more

powerful when dozens of users collaborate face-to-face on data analysis tasks.

For example, using the Blue Marble Next Generation data set [SVS+05],

users can clearly follow the seasons changing by setting the system on a contin-

uously moving inspection point. This immediately exposes receding snow banks,

rising rivers, and greening fields, providing a powerful tool for the analysis of local,

regional and global climate variations throughout a given year.

Microscopy imagery also proves to be an interesting source for multi-spectral

data. For example, scientists at the National Center for Microscopy Research

(NCMIR) have developed ultra high-resolution imaging techniques for organic tis-

sue. Using their confocal microscopes, a rat brain may be imaged at hundreds of

mega pixel resolution following the staining of cells with di↵erent dyes [CEM01].

Dyes in this case are useful to help identify distributions of glial cell intermediate

filament protein or calcium channel enriched Purkinje cells, and to show di↵er-

ent DNA attributes. Generally, these dyed layers are treated as individual color

channels and subsequently merged into a single high-resolution image foranalysis.
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Table 2.1: Time required per frame for the three di↵erent methods of tile replace-
ment as described in this Chapter.

Method Average Time (ms) Worst Time (ms)

Sorted List 0.598167 49.243556

Semi Sorted List 0.00694 0.21322

Modified Round Robin 0.00389 0.07739

With the presented approach, it is possible to keep the individual image layers and

to composite them on the fly as they are being analyzed. This allows for novel,

targeted and interactive, concurrent interrogation of raw and synthesized data,

with the ability to add extra image layers on the fly.

2.9 Results

It is di�cult to quantitatively measure system performance due to a broad

mix of quality-of-service parameters, such as data caching across the network,

network latency, jitter and packet loss. As one would expect, overall performance

greatly depends on the amount of data that each node has to load. Test results are

based on the presented worst-case-scenario of a quad-display setup, with a total of

16 mega-pixels being served per node. No other system which runs natively at the

resolution of the tiled display system is known to perform the operations described

in this Chapter for baseline measurements.

Performance tests were broken up into minute long intervals, targeting core

image analysis tasks. First, the image stack was panned from left to right while a

series of sinusoidal zooms, from the highest resolution to the lowest resolution, ran

on six second intervals. Next, the inspection point was continuously progressed

through the stack, such that each image layer was interpolated over for three-

second intervals. For these tests, the global texture pool was set to handle 4000

256x256-sized tiles.

Each of the methods described in the replacement section above were tested

and timed for operations such as sorting, reordering, and selection of the removal
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Figure 2.10: Graph showing frame rates divided into the number of frames which
were drawn using only the full resolution texture, the full and preview resolution
textures, and the full, preview and lowest resolution textures.

tile via the system clock. The test was repeated 10,000 times, and average and

worst-case times were recorded. As shown in Table 2.1, the sorted list produced

the worst average and worst-case times, while the modified round robin method

produced the best average and worst-case times.

The system was also tested using the threaded loading approach as stated

above. The respective frame rates for di↵erent numbers of loading threads are

shown in Figure 2.10. By adding the second loading thread, the frame rate de-

creased slightly, but, as opposed to the single thread loading approach where the

lowest resolution texture tiles were needed 7% of the time, the lowest resolution

tiles were needed less than 0.5% of the time (see Table 2.2). The addition of

more than two threads created contention on the system and reduced its overall

e↵ectiveness.
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Table 2.2: Table showing the percentage of frames which were drawn using only
the full resolution texture, the full and preview resolution textures, and the full,
preview and lowest resolution textures.

# Threads % Highest % Preview % Lowest

1 93.0 0.0 6.9

2 92.2 7.4 0.3

3 90.1 7.7 2.1

4 74.3 16.0 9.5

2.10 Conclusion

This chapter presents a technique for the interactive and intuitive visual-

ization of large multi-dimensional data. While the primary focus of this Chapter

caters to large tiled displays, the introduced methods work equally well for single

display computers and laptops, while scaling gracefully as nodes are being added.

In the context of multi-tile or distributed display environments, this approach al-

lows for multiple users to analyze large data sets simultaneously. Beyond the shown

examples of the robust applications that these methods provide for geoscientists

and biologists, the usefulness of these methods transcends into other fields and

applications.
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